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ABSTRACT
Large vocabulary speech recognition applications can ben-
eﬁt from an efﬁcient data structure for representing large
numbers of acoustic hypotheses compactly. Word graphs or
latticesgenerated byacoustic recognitionenginesare gener-
ally not compact and must be post-processed to keep lattice
sizes small; however, algorithmsdesigned for thistask need
to reduce the size of the lattice without either eliminating
hypothesesor distortingtheirrelative acoustic probabilities.
In this paper, we will discuss the relevant criteria for mea-
suring graph size, compare the advantages of two different
structuresforgraphs, and introducea new datastructureand
compression algorithm which give additional graph com-
pression and maintain exact hypothesis path scores by stor-
ing probability information on both nodes and arcs within
the graph.
1. INTRODUCTION
Many recognition systems use word lattices or graphs as
mechanisms for representing sentence hypotheses and in-
terfacing with additional knowledge sources [1, 3, 8, 9, 10,
11]; however, the exact form of such lattices varies. Gen-
erally, lattices are represented as directed acyclic graphs.
In some systems [8, 10], arcs represent words and nodes
represent speciﬁc points in time, while in other systems [3,
11],nodesrepresent wordsandarcs representtransitionsbe-
tween words.
The terms word lattice and word graph are commonly
interchanged as well, to refer to either of the above graph
structures. For convenience, we willarbitrarilydifferentiate
between the deﬁnitionsas follows:
Lattice or word lattice: Wordsarerepresented byarcs and
arc weights correspond to acoustic likelihood scores
(usually log probabilities).
Word graph: Words are represented by nodes and node
weights correspond to acoustic likelihoodscores.
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Figure1 illustratesthedifference between a latticeanda
word graph. Note that lattices and word graphs have a one-
to-one correspondence, so that each is derivable from the
other. Converting a lattice into a word graph is direct; each
lattice arc becomes a node and each lattice node becomes
multiple arcs. Conversion from a word graph into a lattice
is only slightly more difﬁcult and is accomplished using a
similar process.
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Figure 1: (a) Lattice and (b) word graph structures
Measures for evaluating the quality of lattices or graphs
vary. Recently, some attention has been given to using Fi-
niteState Automata (FSA) methods todeterminize and then
minimize the lattices. Extensions to standard FSA tech-
niques such as sub-set construction and state minimization
have been developed [2, 7] which retain arc weights and
therefore hypothesis rankings. This approach results in a
lattice which has the minimum number of states possible
given the constraint that the lattice be deterministic.
For applicationswhichneed tosearch thelattice forspe-
ciﬁc sentence hypotheses, a lattice optimized in this fash-
ion gives fast performance times, since the requirement of
determinism ensures that no branching is required to per-
form a string match (in the forward direction) and that timecomplexity is therefore linear with respect to the number of
words in a hypothesis. Similarly, searching for the single
best hypothesisbased on path weights is slightlyfaster for a
deterministiclatticeas well, since each pathisguaranteed to
exist only once and therefore the number of distinctpaths is
minimized. This effect tends to be rather moderate, though,
since the number of unique hypotheses remains unchanged.
If the goal, however, is to perform some additional type
of model processing on the lattice (such as weight rescoring
based on alternative word or language models), the issue of
whether the graph is deterministic is not generally signiﬁ-
cant, and criteria such as the number of word arcs may be
far more important than the number of states.
For this research, word graph structures are being used
asan interfacemechanism betweenacousticrecognitionand
a Constraint Dependency Grammar (CDG) parsing system
[3, 4, 5]. CDG parsing uses unary (single word) and binary
(word pair) constraints to model syntactic and semantic re-
lationships between elements of a sentence hypothesis, and
the system's time-to-parse performance is therefore signif-
icantly affected by the number of word nodes in the graph.
Our best measure of word graph quality is simply to min-
imize the overall number of word nodes, while maintain-
ing the scored hypothesis rankings without distortion (i.e.,
maintaining the acoustic probability scores of all hypothe-
ses without addition or deletion or paths). Any knowledge
source based on application of word-level models to ele-
mentsina wordgraphorlatticewillhavean implementation
time that is a directly proportional to the number of words
present. The CDG system we use for parsing is polynomial
with respect to the number of nodes.
Globallyminimizingthe number of wordsin a lattice or
word graph is a difﬁcult problem; in the followingsections
we will examine the problem in more detail and look at a
simple algorithm which approximates the global solution.
2. NODE COMPRESSION ALGORITHM
Moreformally, wewilldeﬁne a wordgraphasthe set
(
V
;
E
)
of nodes and arcs which make up a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG). Each node
v
i
2
V hasassociated withitanalphanu-
meric value WORD(
v
i) and a negative ﬂoatingpointweight
SCORE(
v
i). Without loss of generality, we can assume a
single starting and ending node (since such a graph can al-
ways be constructed), which we will designate by the word
strings “!START” and “!END”. The set of arcs incoming
to a node
v
i is referred to as the predecessor or “prev” list,
PREV(
v
i), and the set of outgoing arcs is its successor or
“next” list, NEXT(
v
i).
A path through the word graph is deﬁned as a word set
(WORD(
v
1),WORD(
v
2),...WORD(
v
n)), where WORD(
v
1)
= !START and WORD(
v
n) = !END. The score of a path
p
is the sum SCORE(
v
1) + ... + SCORE(
v
n), the sum of the
weights along the path.
We will deﬁne the compression of a set of nodes within
a word graph as any transformation where the given set is
replaced by a smaller set, such that all paths and path scores
through the set are unchanged. Note that the case where all
node scores are zero is equivalent to removing the require-
ment for identical path scores, so thatonly path equivalence
is considered.
The graph minimization criteria can thus be formulated
in terms of maximal compression. Since it is clear that no
nodes containing different words can ever be compressed
without altering graph paths, the compression problem can
be divided into
k subproblems, where
k is the number of
unique words within a word graph. Minimality is achieved
when each subset of word-equivalent nodes is compressed
toaminimumnumber ofnodes. Since correct compressions
cannot alter word paths or scores, all subsets are indepen-
dent with respect to word paths (although not with respect
to prev and next lists, since node-level connections between
subsets are altered by compressions).
A compression from one node set to another can be ap-
proximated by a sequence of two-node compressions. Such
a sequence of two-nodecompressionsisnotfullyequivalent
toa general-case set compression,since examples can easily
be constructed where no two-node compressions are possi-
ble but overall set compression is possible. For this to hap-
pen, however, requires a complex arc arrangement where
theprev andnext listsofsome nodes are subsets ofthe com-
bination of prev and next lists from other word-equivalent
nodes. The characteristics of our wordgraph structure, con-
verted from an acoustically-generated lattice, tends to limit
these cases. The original lattice-converted graphs, in fact,
must always have either identical or disjoint prev and next
lists, strengthening the validityof our approximation.
Looking speciﬁcally at the two-node case without node
weights, a compression results in a new node such that the
prevand nextlistsare unionsofthe prevand nextlistsofthe
two original nodes. This union results in a multiplication
effect that increases the total number of paths represented.
Examining this effect, it can be shown that a compression
between a pair of nodes is valid only if the two nodes con-
tain the same word and meet one of the followingcriteria:
￿ The prev lists are identical.
￿ The next lists are identical.
￿ The prev and next lists of one are subsets of the prev
and next lists of the other. (As noted above, this can-
notoccur inwordgraphs whichare generated directly
from word lattices.)
When we also consider the confoundingfactor of nodes
weights, the situation becomes much more difﬁcult. If thescores associated with a pair of words are different, a di-
rect compression wouldresult in alterationof some hypoth-
esis scores and couldthereforecause a change ofhypothesis
rankings.
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Figure 2: Compression example
To preserve paths and their scores during the compres-
sion process, we use a modiﬁed word graph structure that
stores weights on arcs between words as well as within the
word nodes themselves. By storing the difference between
word scores as arc weights, we can compress word nodes
which have two different scores into a single node. The cri-
teria for node compression must also be modiﬁed to handle
arc weights: to be compressible, two nodes must have iden-
tical prev or next lists with identical arc weights.
An example of compression using this new structure in
shown in Figure 2, and abbrieviated pseudocode is shown
in Figure 3.
Weights on nodes and arcs can be redistributed arbi-
trarily, by adding any amount to a node weight and sub-
tracting the same amount from all of the prev arcs or all
of the next arcs. Using this technique as a post-processing
while (number of nodes has changed) {
if ( ((PREV(i) == PREV(j)) AND
(PREV_WEIGHTS(i) == PREV_WEIGHTS(j)))
OR ((NEXT(i) == NEXT(j)) AND
(NEXT_WEIGHTS(i) == NEXT_WEIGHTS(j)))) {
Add arc weights of -|SCORE(i)-SCORE(j)| on
the node with min(SCORE(i),SCORE(j)).
Set SCORE(i) = max(SCORE(i),SCORE(j)).
Set PREV(i) = Union(PREV(i),PREV(j)) and
NEXT(i) = Union(NEXT(i),NEXT(j))
Replace references to j with i.
Push arc weights into neighboring node
if all arcs are equally weighted.
}
}
Figure 3: Compression algorithm
step after each compression, we can eliminate arc weights
whenever possible to maximize the possibilityof additional
future compressions. We call this process “pushing” the
weights, since it tends to push differences between weights
further along the graph.
The compression algorithm is applied among pairs of
nodes within the graph, continuing until no further com-
pressions are possible. For simplicity of implementation,
we do prev compressions ﬁrst, followed by next compres-
sions. It should be noted that there are rare cases where
the order of compression can make a difference among a
set of nodes with respect to the ﬁnal remaining number of
nodes. This is demonstrated in Figure 4, where it can be
seen that doing prev followed by next compression results
in two nodes, while next followed by prev compression re-
sults in three nodes. Given a set of identical word nodes
with overlapping prev and next lists, it is possible to decide
which approach is better for that particular case, but since
the choice could in fact vary for different node sets within
the same graph, and since the occurrence is rare, we did not
implement that algorithm for this experiment.
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Figure 4: Case where compression ordering alters resultTable 1: Compression results
Graph Type Avg. word nodes
Original Graph 75.15
Compr. Graph 28.62
Compr./Parsed Graph 12.07
Det. Graph 60.77
Det./Min. Graph 56.07
Det./Min./Compr. Graph 29.10
3. RESULTS
Using the Resource Management corpus, a naval corpus
with a vocabulary of approximately 1000 words, we com-
pared the number of word nodes resulting from using FSA
determinizationand minimization[2] versus usingourcom-
pression algorithm. Our front-end acoustic engine was an
HMM tri-phone system with an integrated word-pair lan-
guage model, built using Entropic's HTK package [6]. The
test set consisted of 1200 sentences, with a word-error rate
of5 percent, a 1-bestsentence accuracy of72.1 percent, and
a word graph coverage accuracy of 95.1 percent. The aver-
age uncompressed word graph size was 75.15 nodes.
Compression Results are shown in Table 1. Our node
compression algorithm resulted in a average compressed
word graph size of 28.62 word nodes, compared to an aver-
age of 56.07 word arcs in a determinized minimized lattice
(recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the number of word graph nodes and the number of lattice
arcs). This represents a 48.9 percent reduction in the num-
ber of word graph nodes compared to FSA-based methods.
After CDG parsing was applied, only 12.07 nodes per
graph and 7.02 paths per graph remained on average. Sen-
tence accuracy was increased from 72.1 to 86.2 percent.
Parsing times for the determinized minimized graphs were
about double those of the corresponding compressed word
graphs.
Since a fully optimal solution is unknown, it is difﬁcult
to quantify how close to minimal the compression results
are. To estimate this, we used veriﬁcation techniques which
examined the compressed graphs and applied simple crite-
ria to identify node sets which were guaranteed to be mini-
mal, such as all single and dual sets of word-identicalnodes
(since single nodes are clearly minimal and our algorithm
is minimal for two-node sets as well). Using this approach,
we were able to immediately verify that 61.7 percent of the
word graphs generated were fully minimal. A sampling of
theremainingwordgraphs, analyzed byhand, wasunableto
identifyany non-minimalcases, even for some of the larger
graphs.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the straightforward measure of word
graph size can sometimes be a better minimization criteria
than determinization and state minimization, and demon-
strated a simple compression algorithm which is near min-
imal with respect to this criteria. Our algorithm results in
word graphs averaging about half the size of those gener-
ated by determinization/minimizationalgorithms. The time
savings achieved by having smaller word graphs can be ex-
tremely signiﬁcant for supporting additional post-acoustic
knowledge sources.
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